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Introduction: Observation and assessment wards allow patients to be observed on a short-term basis
and permit patient monitoring and/or treatment for an initial 24–48 hour period. They should permit
concentration of emergency activity and resources in one area, and so improve efficiency and minimise
disruption to other hospital services. These types of ward go under a variety of names, including observation, assessment, and admission wards. This review aims to evaluate the current literature and discuss assessment/admission ward functionality in terms of organisation, admission criteria, special
patient care, and cost effectiveness.
Methods: Search of the literature using the Medline and BIDS databases, combined with searches of
web based resources. Critical assessment of the literature and the data therein is presented.
Results: The advantages and disadvantages of the use of assessment/admission wards were assessed
from the current literature. Most articles suggest that these wards improve patient satisfaction, are safe,
decrease the length of stay, provide earlier senior involvement, reduce unnecessary admissions, and
may be particularly useful in certain diagnostic groups. A number of studies summarise their organisational structure and have shown that strong management, staffing, organisation, size, and location are
important factors for efficient running. There is wide variation in the recommended size of these wards.
Observation wards may produce cost savings largely relating to the length of stay in such a unit.
Conclusion: All types of assessment/admission wards seem to have advantages over traditional
admission to a general hospital ward. A successful ward needs proactive management and organisation, senior staff involvement, and access to diagnostics and is dependent on a clear set of policies in
terms of admission and care. Many diagnostic groups benefit from this type of unit, excluding those
who will inevitably need longer admission. Vigorous financial studies have yet to be undertaken in the
UK. Definitions of observation, assessment, and admission ward are suggested.

mergency observation wards, admission wards, and
assessment wards as terms have been used variably in the
literature, and the functioning of these wards is diverse.
They perform two main functions; firstly, they can work as
observation centres for short-term admissions and secondly,
they can form active filters where investigation, including near
patient testing and imaging, and urgent treatment,1 are
undertaken. Most assessment/admission wards have a 24–48
hour stay rule.2 Recent UK government funding has encouraged the running of assessment/admission wards for the
management of emergency admissions.3 4 The NHS Plan
launched in July 2000, specifically recommends that assessment and admission wards be established.5
The types of patient accepted into assessment/admission
wards can be classified into high risk discharges, such as chest
and abdominal pain6; those requiring short-term treatment1 7 8;
patients with limited medical needs6 and clinical conditions
needing only short-term observation.6 9 Changes in medical
management have increased the potential use of such wards, for
example, in the treatment of deep vein thrombosis where rapid
investigation and home treatment is now accepted practice rather
than hospital admission. Patients who are not usually admitted
to assessment/admission wards include those with unstable
vital signs, or patients needing specialist or intensive care.10
In the NHS, the history of assessment/admission wards goes
back over 40 years. The need for observation beds was first recognised in 1960 by the Nuffield review of casualty services11; it
was then reiterated by the Platt report12 and the Lewin
Report.13 In 1968, a 22 bedded accident and emergency (A&E)
ward was described,14 which had an average occupancy of 16
patients, accepting mainly surgical and orthopaedic cases. In
1989, the British Association of Accident and Emergency
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Medicine (BAEM) recommended every A&E department
should have one short stay bed for every 5000 attendances.15
Hitherto, the evidence base in favour of assessment/
admission wards has not been subject to rigorous review. In an
analysis of assessment/admission ward efficacy, the advantages
and disadvantages of such a ward have to be considered. This
can be done in terms of patient benefit (for example, appropriateness of admission, length of stay, and bed availability); staff
benefit (release of pressure and stress on staff); and cost effectiveness. We have systematically reviewed the literature
regarding the main functions of an assessment/admission
ward and discuss the implications for emergency medicine.

METHODS
A computerised search of the literature was undertaken using
Medline and BIDS. Articles were searched for the text words
“observation”, “assessment”, or “short stay” combined with
“ward” or “unit” and “emerg$” ($ being a wild card). The
medical sub heading (MESH) “observation” was also
searched. The related topics facility on PubMed was also used.
Internet searches were carried out using the same text
words with a medical filter (www.medisearch.co.uk). The
Department of Health and National Institute of Health
databases were also searched.
Review of article titles and abstracts identified were undertaken, and all potentially relevant articles were reviewed for
inclusion. The bibliography of each relevant article was
searched for related citations and these were also reviewed.
Because of the paucity of articles in the field, all those with
original data were critically appraised for inclusion in this
review. The methods used conform to those described for
qualitative systematic reviews.16
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special needs, than did the inpatient group. Patients cared for
in an observation unit also had fewer investigations and spent
time in a more comfortable environment before admission.32
As an extension of ED evaluation, an observation unit has also
been shown to reduce the workload in the ED, thus giving staff
better flexibility and improving the flow of patients.6 Patients
may also benefit from the increased time available for
monitoring their clinical condition after ED treatment, and as
a direct result of this, referral to a specialist team (for example,
cardiology) can be made earlier.24
The pressure on hospital staff can be reduced by the provision of observation services because more time can be spent
making important decisions regarding diagnosis.6 26 As a consequence of this, senior doctors can prevent inappropriate
admissions.36–38 Hadden et al36 also found that observation in a
general ward seems to increase the length of stay in hospital
when compared with observation unit stay. Patients also had
to wait longer in a ward before being seen by a senior doctor.
One of the key causes of delayed discharge is the wait for the
results of important investigations.37 It is necessary therefore
that 24 hour access to diagnostic facilities is available in these
wards.6 38 Again, time may be saved if the rapid turnaround of
results is focused in one area, permitting earlier discharge.
Moreover, the unit may act as a hospital safety net for patient
evaluation, again reducing pressure and stress on ED staff.39
Although there seem to be many advantages associated with
the provision of assessment/admission wards, poor management and inadequate operational policies can have severe
effects on the running of the ward and can cause additional
problems in other hospital departments.40 Certainly patient
admission and discharge decisions can be complicated by
poorly defined procedures. Rainer et al41 commented that
patients remaining in the ward in excess of 72 hours can cause
a significant increase in workload and hence patients need to
be transferred out within 24 hours of arrival.32 For this reason,
some A&E specialists have been averse to accepting responsibility for an observation ward, claiming that a unit may become
a “dumping area” for patients who ought to have been either
admitted or discharged.6 41 It is also important that definitions
are adhered to regarding admission criteria—that is, whether a
patient is admitted under A&E or another specialist group.41
The potential for increased stress levels among staff and on
resources is also clear. The possible drain in staff from the ED
needs to be countered by increased staff levels over other wards
and the variation in admission numbers each day means that
bed occupancy has to be low to ensure adequate capacity for
busy days.32 Another problem with short stay wards is that they
could potentially become centres of social care above that of
medical care. In areas where assault and alcohol related
violence are prevalent, a short stay centre for dealing with
patients may be of benefit, yet this should not be at the expense
of adequate community arrangements.41
A number of studies have evaluated the use of observation
wards for specific patient groups. Each study found specialist
observation units to be advantageous in terms of cutting costs,
preventing unnecessary hospital admissions, and reducing
overall treatment times. Nevertheless, a recent study by
Goodacre, who reviewed the literature regarding chest pain
observation units in the UK, suggested that there was insufficient evidence as to whether an observation unit will improve
results if clinical practice is already good.27 Furthermore, the
same study questions the financial benefits of an observation
ward, although cost savings do seem to be made in the United
States healthcare system. Table 1 shows a summary of the
conclusions drawn from specialist patient group studies.
One of the key criteria for assessing the efficacy of observation wards is the reduction in hospital admissions. To date,
there have been a number of trials to determine whether such
reductions actually occur. One randomised trial, which used a
small patient sample size of 222, assessed the treatment of
asthma patients and compared hospital inpatient care with an
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The current problems associated with medical admissions
have been recognised to be communication, appropriateness
of referral, finding beds, waiting by patients, and organisation
of care.17 It is recognised that 70% of medical admissions can
be admitted through an admissions ward (6% go directly to a
critical care ward and the remainder are elective or admissions
from clinic).18 About one third can be discharged within 24
hours.18 This is not in itself an indication of inappropriate
admission 10 19–21 as the patient’s condition may have required
short-term care or observation to minimise the risk of complications or greater morbidity and to rule out certain serious
conditions. However, it has been suggested that 9.5% of shortterm admissions could be prevented, most by a senior specialist opinion in the A&E department.22 Another study showed
that increased imaging would prevent 16% of admissions to a
medical unit.10 Over half the emergency admissions will come
via 999 ambulance.18 To allocate those arriving by 999
ambulance to the A&E and those referred by the general practitioner to an assessment ward is therefore illogical and results
in duplication of services. Most delays in discharge are attributable to organisational problems.21 Although these wards
may reduce admissions, one study suggested that they may
increase the inappropriate care of those discharged home.23
Little work has been undertaken on the role of the medical
admissions unit. As there is variability in the nomenclature
and roles of admission wards, assessment units, etc, it is difficult to combine results to produce findings that are generalisable. One study evaluated a package of changes including the
formation of a medical admissions ward and a consultant
dedicated to the unit each week. It concluded that medical
patients were no longer on other wards, more patients saw a
specialist physician earlier, medical staff had less concerns of
“losing” patients on outlying wards, and patient and staff satisfaction rose significantly.24
The functioning of assessment/admission wards has been
described by various authors.7 25–27 Goodacre27 recently described the role of short stay observation units in UK A&E
departments. Some 59% of A&E departments had a short stay
ward. By comparison, a review of Australian emergency
departments found that 50% had an observation ward and the
number of beds present was 1:5254 emergency department
(ED) attendances. The operational characteristics of Australian units were similarly variable to those in the UK and
America, but most were under the control of emergency physicians and had a time limitation on stay in the ward. Some
concerns were expressed that the presence of an observation
ward may decrease decision making in the ED.28
Brillman6 reviewed 10 descriptive studies and concluded
that 2%–6% of patients seen in the ED may be suitable for
observation unit care. She discovered a wide range in the
number of beds, from 10%–40% of bed capacity of the parent
emergency department. An earlier American study showed
that 27% of EDs had observation wards and that most of these
were located within the department. A further 16% were
developing such units. Users perceived them to be safe and cost
effective.2 Therefore, observation units seem to be an increasingly important part of hospital care because they can act as an
alternative to admission or discharge and for financial reasons,
more patients are being managed on an outpatient basis.
One of the key findings from the literature was that patient
satisfaction increased with the presence of an observation
ward.29–31 In a prospective, randomised, controlled trial with a
sample of 163 patients presenting to the ED with acute
asthma exacerbation, Rydman et al29 assigned patients to an
asthma observation unit based in the ED, or to customary
inpatient care. On four summary ratings of patient satisfaction, the observation unit patients scored higher with fewer
total problems and fewer problems regarding care received,
communication, emotional support, physical comfort, and
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A summary of the benefits of an assessment/admission ward with respect to certain groups of patients

First author (year)

Patient group

Summary of benefits gained from presence of an assessment/admission ward

Khan, SA (1997)

Elderly

Short stay ward can reduce some patients stay in hospital and reduce demand for in-patient places.
Increased level of care for elderly patients.

Beattie, TF (1993)44

Children

Children get comfortable beds more quickly. Improved awareness of simple pathology.

58

Biddulph, J (1984)59

Most children admitted to an observation unit were sent home without requiring hospital treatment.
Observation easier and more efficient than if admitted fully to hospital.

Ryan, J (1996)60

Self Harm

Most patients discharged next day without need for further follow up. Potential cost savings made.

Jones, A (1995)39

Head injuries

Observation ward offers safe and monitored area for recovery. Few patients require admission to
other wards.

Brown, SR (1994)61

Number of inappropriate discharges decreased.

Gouin, S (1997)22

Asthma

An observation unit lowered the hospitalisation rate for children with asthma, yet there was an
increased rate of repeat visits to the ED.

Willert, C (1997)62

Holding room therapy for childhood status asthmaticus is beneficial both medically and cost wise.

Hutchins, CJ (1978)63

Gynaecology patients

Of 408 patients admitted to one gynaecological unit, 56% were in hospital for less than 6 hours
and a further quarter did not require hospital admission. Full staffing of a unit could release a
number of beds for other selected work.

Gaspoz, JM (1994)64

Chest pain

Short stay units prevent unnecessary long stays in hospital, and are safe and cost effective.

Goodacre, SW (2000)27
Henneman, PL (1989)65

There is insufficient evidence to say that an observation unit will improve outcomes if clinical
practice is good. Not proven to be financially beneficial in the UK yet.
Abdominal conditions
and trauma

Abdominal trauma and negative diagnostic peritoneal lavage can be safely managed in an
observation unit.

Conrad, L (1985)66

Patients with initial negative test results can be evaluated in observation units.

Israel, RS (1991)67

72% of patients treated for pyelonephritis were successfully managed on an observation ward and
were discharged early.

ED observation unit.42 However, no difference was found in
admission rates between the two groups. A before and after
study investigating the introduction of a paediatric observation ward noted a reduction in admissions of 31% and the frequency of under 24 hour admissions decreased from 17% to
10%.23 Brillman43 described the effect of the opening of an
observation ward for adults and children. They found no
change in admission rate, but a greater number of patients
were sent from the ED to the observation ward and there was
a decrease in direct discharge from the ED.
A number of authors have compared the cost of observation
ward treatment and inpatient care. From these studies, it has
been widely reported that observation units produce savings
although, as these analyses are not cost effectiveness studies,
they must be interpreted with caution. Table 2 summarises a
number of cost studies that have been performed with different patient types.
No clear studies have been performed that compare the different organisational structures running an observation unit

Table 2

but it seems that strong management is essential, especially to
ensure that transfers to other wards are not delayed.44 One
study has shown that the time from arrival to the decision to
admit was 47 minutes quicker (158 compared with 205 minutes) when the patient was seen by an emergency medicine
consultant compared with a general physician.45 In another
study, at least 91% of observation wards had ward rounds by
senior staff, with over half undertaking at least one ward
round per day.27 Certainly delegation of tasks and a predetermined line of command will also facilitate decision making
processes and assist in the smooth operating of the unit. Staff
should be specifically allocated to assessment/admission
wards and it is essential that experienced nurses are present to
perform traditional doctors’ roles.6 46
The number of beds required in a paediatric observation
unit was assessed by Beattie and Moir.51 They concluded that
one observation unit bed for every 5000 paediatric attendances was appropriate. However, in comparison, an American
study suggested that about 75 per 5000 visits are suitable for

Cost effectiveness studies of assessment/admission wards in A&E medicine

First author (year)

Country

Patient group studied

Main conclusions

De Leon, 1989

US

Chest pain

Use of the chest pain evaluation unit resulted in an 80% reduction in cost of ruling out
acute myocardial infarction for patients not admitted to a coronary care unit.

Zwicke, 198269

US

Asthma

Use of an ED observation unit is less expensive than admission with the mean
observation unit stay being 34% of the cost incurred for a hospital admission.

Brillman, 199443

US

Henneman, 198965

US

Abdominal trauma

Evaluation of the use of 12 hrs monitoring in an ED observation unit in the management
of 230 patients. Selected patients can be managed cost effectively with a potential
saving of more than $51000.

Gaspoz, 199464

US

Myocardial infarction

Examined the cost benefits of a new short stay unit for low risk patients who may be
admitted to a hospital to rule out myocardial infarction. Concluded that a coronary
observation unit may be a cost effective alternative to current triage strategies for patients
with a low risk of acute myocardial infarction admitted from the emergency department.

68
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The use of an observation unit in the ED does not produce cost savings. Patients that
would have been discharged home from the ED were sent to the unit therefore not
reducing overall costs.
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Table 1

Use of emergency observation and assessment wards

• Use of admission/assessment wards is safe, reduces total
length of stay for some diagnostic groups, improves patient
satisfaction, reduces A&E department workload, and can
mean that patients are seen earlier by senior doctor with
early decision making. It also provides a safety net function
against inappropriate discharge.
• However, it may be used for social care and other care
inadequately provided elsewhere in the hospital rather than
true solutions being found. It can cause a drain of staff from
A&E.
• Performance is dependent on good management and
availability of diagnostic services.
• Cost effectiveness has not been proved.

observation unit care.48 Some other American studies have
proposed that there is a much lower need for paediatric observation units.49 50 This variation is probably related to variation
in practice and definition of observation units. The random
daily variation in demand would mean that a single bed would
be inadequate 25% of the time and empty 37% of the time. In
terms of observation unit location no clear directives exist,
though it has been suggested that a position within, or in very
close proximity to the A&E ward is very important.6 51

CONCLUSIONS
In the UK there has been a proliferation of observation and
assesment wards in the past few years. The main driving force
has been the avoidance of long waits in A&E. This review looks
at whether there is an evidence base for establishing such
units. There is no evidence regarding whether the initial
assessment is best undertaken in A&E or an assessment ward,
local factors will probably determine the best configuration
but as functions are similar it is unlikely that geographical
location is significant but that the intervention offered is more
important. These units also serve as areas where observation
can be undertaken. They may result in benefit because the
person is admitted to an area where the usual practice is to
observe and then discharge and hence they are not mixed with
cases where a longer stay is usual. This may therefore
maintain a culture of rapid discharge for this group of
patients. This, combined with rapid access to senior staff and
diagnostics, is probably the key to “observation medicine”.
Clearly there are a number of advantages over admission to a
general ward, yet certain criteria need to be met if the ward is
to be of benefit to patients, staff and the hospital as a whole.
Assessment/admission wards comprise a wide variety of
organisational and functional units. This makes comparison of
research literature difficult. Similarly the articles rarely state
whether observation beds were additional to or in place of
existing inpatient complement. To aid future research and
quality assessment, it will be necessary to define the terms
observation ward, assessment ward and admission ward. We
propose the following definitions:
Assessment unit/ward
An area where emergency patients are assessed and initial
management undertaken by inpatient hospital teams. The
patient is only in this area while early assessment is made, for
example, up to 12 hours and is then moved to another ward.
Observation ward
An area where patients can be observed or have early
investigation/ management within the A&E department.
Patients are admitted to this area with an expectation of discharge within 24 hours.
Admission ward
A ward to which people are admitted after clinical assessment
for their continuing management.

They all have a commonality in only accepting emergency
cases. The use of a “patient plan” delineating the reasons for
observation, line of treatment, and an end point for patient
disposition is imperative. Therefore, the patient’s care in the
unit should have a focused goal depending on the conditions
presented. For example, some patients may require evaluation
of specific complaints, while some may need short-term treatment for an emergency condition and so particular problems
can be investigated during an observation period.6 If a physician cannot reasonably set a goal of care for the patient that
can be achieved in the agreed time frame, then the patient
should not receive an observation unit bed place.
A maximum time limit of 24 hours should also be adhered
to as this is important in terms of care costs and to reduce the
presence of inappropriate patients who ought to have been
discharged or admitted to hospital.41 In accordance with this,
it is important that the severity of the patient’s illness is limited and balanced by the intensity of services available.7
The assessment/admission ward should be in a well defined
area. Ideally this is within the emergency department or
directly adjacent to it. An American study has noted that 93%
of these wards were located within the department,2 though
an analysis of this sort has not been performed in the UK.
Colocation is logical as they share many requirements, for
example, proximity to diagnostic facilities, and transfer
between the units will commonly occur.
Some wards are managed by the A&E department and others by inpatient specialist teams. If an assessment/admission
ward is to be successful, the managerial structure is of primary
importance and a designated clinical lead should be
appointed.38 They all seem to have advantages over traditional
admission to a general ward. These advantages are, however,
dependent on the over-arching structures. Access to regular
senior consultations, good diagnostic facilities, and access to
external agencies for discharge planning seem to be vital
components of a successful assessment/admission ward. They
are probably cost effective, although no robust cost effectiveness studies have been undertaken in the UK. The other keys
to their success are firstly the clear definition of admission and
care criteria, and secondly the ability to maintain the flow of
patients through the ward.
Admission and assessment wards have many advantages
providing they are correctly managed with appropriate
staffing and facilities.
The ideal assessment ward
The evidence suggests that the ideal ward should be time limited (24 hours) and be staffed by senior personnel. Numbers of
staff required has not been studied in the literature. There is
some evidence that turnaround time is quicker when they are
managed by emergency medicine specialists. These units must
have access to imaging and laboratory facilities (the evidence
is not conclusive on exactly which tests). Strong mangement
and policing of operational policies is vital. In particular, procedures for transfer out after 24 hours must be adhered to.
Those who will evidently need longer term admission should
not use these wards but go directly to a main hospital ward.
The required size cannot be predicted from the literature.
Other characteristics were not adequately studied to draw
conclusions.
Diagnostic groups shown to benefit from a short stay ward
include asthmatic patients, diagnostic chest pain, high risk
but non-evident trauma, pyelonephritis, deliberate self harm
cases, head injuries; they have also been shown to be of use for
the elderly population and for children.
Contributors
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